What We Do
Tell us what gives you edge, what drives you, and
what you want. We’ll transform that passion into
motivated brand and communications strategy.
Brand Consulting

»» Competitive Analysis
»» Market Research and Analysis
»» Company and Product Naming
»» Brand Positioning, Vision, and Purpose
»» Brand Messaging and Tagline
»» Brand Voice and Verbal Style
»» Brand Values and Attributes
»» Brand Architecture and Portfolio Strategy
»» Persona Development
Image Consulting & Design

»» Visual Image Review
»» Logo and Visual Systems
»» Brand Style Guides
»» Brand Briefs
»» Marketing Templates
»» Stationery Templates
»» Trade Show Booth Design
»» Signage Design
»» Print Design
Promotion & Digital Strategy

»» Digital Strategy and Planning
»» Content Strategy
»» Cause Marketing
»» User Experience (UX) Design
»» Website Design and Development
»» Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
»» Social Media Marketing
»» Email Marketing
»» Direct Mail / Print Campaigns
»» Infographics
»» Presentations and Case Studies

About 816 New York
816 New York positions nonprofits and small
businesses to explore their absolute potential, devise
tangible strategy, launch timeless brands, and create
consistent outreach.
Since 2009, our award-winning New York City brand
strategy and communications agency has united
with and mobilized nonprofit and community
organizations, tech and energy businesses,
restaurants, and other small teams.

816nyc.com
(212) 812-4417
Queens, New York
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AMPLIFY
YOUR
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WE EMPOWER SMALL TEAMS
TO DO GREAT THINGS.

10 Lessons in 10 Years
Entrepreneurial survival tips from 816 New York
founder Sarah Williams
Ten years. Ten years of gaining and losing. Of grueling weeks and
stress, then victories and rewards. Ten years I wouldn’t trade for
anything. Here’s what I’ve learned.

DO THE WORK

1. Tame the interaction.
If you can’t imagine a workday not spent checking for and

and brainstorm for your business. Think BIG. This is “no bad ideas”

When failure isn’t an option, you find a way. You will disappoint

brainstorming.

and irritate people. But your purpose is not a villain. Be grateful
for those who stand by you, and be patient with those who love

TAKE NO PRISONERS

and miss you.

5. Smart trumps churn any time.
Own your voice. Be smart. Stay out of the mudslide of pervasive

DEFINE YOUR BOUNDARIES

superficiality, the mindless churn of “marketing experts” filling content

7. Obsessively stay in your lane.

calendars. Don’t imitate your competition—pave your own way.

Consistency speaks volumes to your intended audience.
More than the size of your business. More than the breadth of

Your audience is far smarter than most marketers will tell you. They’ll

your services or your portfolio of work. Your messaging/tone,

sell you on high churn for big numbers—called vanity metrics—that

graphic style, content delivery systems and schedule, the way

fluctuate wildly. Don’t dumb yourself down.

you present in meetings (online, phone, or in-person), your

reacting to messages, you’re suffering under the illusion of

communication style in formal and informal settings—all speak

productivity. Close Twitter, quit Facebook, avoid Instagram.

to your unique identity. Be that.

Too many marketing
consultants promise big
results yet deliver numbers
that mean nothing.

Humans are constantly switching between two states of awareness:
being either task-positive (actively focusing on a task at hand) or tasknegative (wandering or daydreaming). “Seesawing” too rapidly between
these two networks can leave your brain feeling “dizzy” and unable to
commit to either state.
Source: “How to Actually Stop Checking Your Email All the Time,” themuse.com

You’re left with no clear way to quantify
how many customers, subscribers, and

If you could be creating, but you’re not—if you often feel

leads have come by way of their efforts.

disoriented—pay attention to how much time you’re spending
aimlessly interacting or seeking out interaction.

2. “Good news: We can move through this quickly.”

Don’t try to be everything that everyone else is. Decide what
you won’t do. Which services you won’t provide.

8. Toxic clients can’t plunder a strong fortress.
In my early years, I attracted bullies. I was young, desperate
for clients, and in total survival mode. Until I realized I wasn’t
growing my own business—I was only growing theirs.

Our quick, free communications

I would rather live under a bridge than deal with the heart

strategy guide gets you on track and

attack–level amount of stress brought on by clients who

focused on business goals.

enslave their staff and contractors, while liberally spraying out

I am in love with the 15-30 minute call. Short agendas with one

manipulation or anxiety. RUN from these people. They will do

or two items. Even with 3+ people, the shorter the call, the more

nothing for you but distract you from where you should be.

focused it is. The more joyous, even.

BE HUMAN

3. Reward and challenge your team equally.
For some, it’s not easy to relinquish the Captain of the Ship
role. Whether you’re steering a 15-foot sailboat or an 860-foot
battleship, your crew sees things on the horizon that you haven’t

Visit 816nyc.com/resources
to download this guide and more!

»» Community & nonprofit organization strategic guides
»» Small business brand case studies and strategic guide
»» Restaurant PR case studies and communications guides
»» Energy & sustainability business communications guide

ENJOY THE RIDE

9. Relax into the work.
Nothing is more stifling to creative flow than pressure and
expectation. Often that pressure bleeds out of an overstuffed
inbox, a moment of impatience unrelated to work, or some other
uncontrollable stressor. And suddenly the work feels like work.

seen—or can’t see. Always, always listen.
Working from that headspace means everything takes twice as
long and contains more errors. Take 15 minutes to breathe. Or to

Honor your team’s strengths, admit your mistakes and
weaknesses, guide when and where you can, and absolutely
keep your sense of humor.

4. Brainstorm. Brainstorm. Brainstorm.
Take a day, at least once a month, and get out of the office.
Whether you read an industry book, check in with staff members
to learn their goals and ideas for the coming months, or camp
out in a park or coffee shop, take a notebook (preferably paper)

6. Name your willing sacrifices.

walk around the block. Or to silent-scream, if that’s your thing.

What’s more lonely than ambition? Lacking support. Since starting this

Step away. Get back to the joy.

business, I’ve sacrificed a very conventional life: marriage, house in the
suburbs, dual incomes. Particularly in those early years, all on my own, it
was do or die—it was about survival and (sometimes) blind faith. In the
last few years, I relaunched the brand with clearer purpose, quadrupled
our revenue, and hired staff.

10. Be kind to you.
Be generous to yourself and others.
Be open.
Be free.

